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1. Which of the following is not a stable sorting algorithm?

     	      Insertion sort

     	--->> Selection Sort

     	      Bubble Sort

     	      Merge Sort

2. Which of the following is not the element of computer desktop

     	      Icons

     	      Task bar

     	      Start button

     	--->> Title bar

3. Cut, Copy and paste are features of ____________

     	      Taskbar

     	      Tray

     	      Desktop

     	--->> Clipboard

4. A data dictionary is created when a __________ created.

     	      Instance

     	      Segment

     	--->> Database

     	      Dictionary

5. Feature of Windows include __________

     	      Running several programs simultanously
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     	      Switching between open application

     	      Multitasking

     	--->> All of the options

6. Software can be removed and installed through ___________

     	--->> Control panel

     	      Installer

     	      Debugger

     	      Linker

7. Entering point of the Windows is called __________

     	      Start button

     	      Log in Screen

     	      CPU

     	--->> Desktop

8. In computing, pressing and leasing the left mouse button quickly is called _____

     	      Pointing

     	      Dragging

     	      Dropping

     	--->> Clicking

9. Interface used by windows is called ________

     	      Menu driven interface

     	      Command Driven interface

     	--->> Graphical User Interface

     	      Prompt Interface

10. Which of the following is a stable sorting algorithm?

     	--->> Merge Sort
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     	      Quick Sort

     	      Heap Sort

     	      Selection Sort
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